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Risk It All
The Vamps

 C#                                   C#
You just know, sometimes you feel it in your bones
 C#                                   G#
Though we ve heard that hearts can still be wrong
                             F#
Somethings telling me that you re the one

C#                             C#
I just know, even if I had a heart of a stone
 C#                          G#
You could make it bleed all on your own
                          F#
You could break it but I hope you won t

Pre-chorus
     G#
I d burn it down, I d light it up for you

Chorus
            C#
I d risk it all
                              Bbm
I d rather crash, I d rather crawl
                              F#
Than never have your love at all
                              G#
With only bricks to break my fall

For you I d risk it all

C#
You ooh you ooh (x2)

Verse 2:
C#
Stand your ground
                       C#
Feeling loose, I gotta see this out
                        G#
Go ahead, I ll let you watch me drown
                            F#
It takes more than this to keep me down

     G#
I d give it in, I d give it all for you

            C#



I d risk it all
                              Bbm
I d rather crash, I d rather crawl
                             F#
Than never have your love at all
                              G#
With only bricks to break my fall

For you I d risk it all

Bridge
C#
Come on, just do it

You put me through it
Bbm
Come on, just do it

You put me through it
F#
Come on, just do it you put me through it

     G#
I d burn it down, I d light it up
     G#
I d take away, I m strong enough
         G#
And I d give it in, and I d give it all for you

Chorus
           C#
I d risk it all
            Bbm
I d risk it all
                              F#
Than never have your love at all
                              G#
With only bricks to break my fall

                     C#
For you I d risk it all
                              Bbm
I d rather crash, I d rather crawl
                              F#
Than never have your love at all
                              G#
With only bricks to break my fall

For you I d risk it all

C#
You ooh You ooh (x3)


